Review of the Diploma Thesis of Zdeněk Seydl ..Linking foliar and
soil characteristics in fir-spruce forests in the White Mts., l{H, USA,,
Submitted diploma thesis

environmental topic

-

is

dealing with important biogeochemical

and

relationship between forest floor chemistry, foliar chemistry
and anatomy and spectral properties of forest tree needles. Thesis contents
interdisciplinary research, combining different methodological approaches at different
levels of investigation of fir-spruce forests in the White Mts., NH, USA. This work
was a part of international transdisciplinary project on this topic, founded by NSF,
USA and Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, CzechRepublic.

After concise abstract, 5 parlial aims of study, including 18 hypotheses, are submitted.
Area of engagement of the diploma thesis seems very ambitious after aims reading.
Afterwards, "state of the ar1" chapter on 24 pages covers broad context of terrestrial
nitrogen and carbon chemistry, soil chemistry, decomposition and litter quality, foliar
chemistry and remote sensing of forest ecosystems. This chapter is well structured,
illustrated by 8 tables and pictures, and its informative quality is obvious from 150
literature references, with very few exceptions in English. Study site and used
methods description is condensed into 9 pages, using frequent references to original
procedures. The most parl of thesis is occupied by 42 pages of results, expressed by
uniform graphs, including results of statistical analysis and brief description.
Reasonable discussion on 11 pages is the most valuable part of the thesis. I have a
question concerning the interpretation of obtained results from the point of view of
sufficiency of 5 selected plots in the Hubbard Brook Experimental Fórest and Bartlett
Experimental Forest and of two studied species. How could this relatively narrow plot
and tree species selection, together with a averaging of chemical analyies results of
the current year, one year and two years old needles to the category "new needles",
influence the differences in presented results with less of more generalized results of
another authors? Which ýpe oť averaging did author use?
Comprehensible thesis content is unfortunately disturbed at the closing parts. The last
parl of the chapter Discussion, 5.8. Appendix, can by considered as an introduction to
the additional tables with statistical evaluation of results which are given in the last
part Appendix. Between these two "appendixes", unnumbered part ,,Conclusions of
the rstudy and evaluation of hypotheses tested" is interposed. This part, however.
contents only evaluation of hypotheses tested with short comments; proper
conclusions are stated only in the last paragraph of Abstract on page 7 in 12lines. It

would be probably more efficient to formulate

5

individual conclusions

ro

corresponding 5 partial aíms oť the study at the end of the thesis" I would like to ask
candidate to do it in his presentation.

is

written in understandable English, from place to place some formal
mistakes, including typist's effor, occurred, especially in the parl 5.8. Appendix and
Thesis

References.

Conclusion:
Candidate produced big quantity of experimental data within a broad scope of
problems solved. It was possible only in good scientific team where he played one of

the key roles. The results are well processed and interpreted. Author proved the ability

of individual creative scientific work and fulfilled criteria necessary for obtaining
Mgr. degree. I recommend his thesis for defense.
In ČeskéBudějovice dne 15.9.2006

RNDr..Pavel Cudlín, CSc.

a

Fosudek na diplomovou práci Zdeňka Seydla
,,Linking foliar and soil characteristics in
fir-spruce forests in the White Mts., NH, USA,,
//
Vzhledem k výše uvedenému posudku navrhuji klasifikační
stupeň jedna.

V Ceských Budějovicích dne 15.9.2006

RNDr. Pavel 9udlín, CSc.

